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Abstract
Magnetic skyrmions present interesting physics due to their topological nature and hold signifi-
cant promise for future information technologies. A key barrier to realizing skyrmion devices has
been stabilizing these spin structures under ambient conditions. In this manuscript, we exploit the
tunable magnetic properties of amorphous Fe/Gd mulitlayers to realize skyrmion lattices which are
stable over a large temperature and magnetic field parameter space, including room temperature
and zero magnetic field. These hybrid skyrmions have both Bloch-type and Ne´el-type character
and are stabilized by dipolar interactions rather than Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, which
are typically considered required for the generation of skyrmions. Small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) was used in combination with soft X-ray microscopy to provide a unique, multi-scale probe
of the local and long-range order of these structures. These results identify a pathway to engineer
controllable skyrmion phases in thin film geometries which are stable at ambient conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Skyrmions have emerged as one of the most promising approaches to realize next-
generation, ultra-low power memory and logic devices1–4. The small spatial size of these
magnetic structures (down to the near atomic level5) coupled with their relative ease of cur-
rent induced mobility6 and topologically enhanced stability,1 make these chiral spin textures
among the most exciting emerging spintronic technologies. The ability to stabilize skyrmion
structures in environments relevant to consumer technologies remains a challenging bar-
rier to realizing skyrmion-based devices today. Specifically, until recently, skyrmions were
only ever demonstrated in temperature windows well below room temperature,4,7 and al-
ways in finite magnetic fields8,9. Advances, particularly in interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interactions,10 have largely overcome the challenges associated with room-temperature
stability.4,11 Few approaches have been demonstrated that can stabilize skyrmions at zero
applied magnetic field, but include rapid quenching,8,12 pulsed electrical currents,13 geomet-
ric confinement,14,15 or pinning the skyrmions with nanostructures16,17. These approaches
place restrictions on the skyrmion system, limiting both fundamental research and eventual
device architectures. Removing the requisite magnetic field, especially at room temperature,
in systems relevant to eventual skyrmion devices is crucial to integrating skyrmions into
spintronic architectures18.
We demonstrate the realization of an ordered magnetic skyrmion lattice in amorphous
multilayer thin-films without DM interactions. These skyrmions have been suggested to
be stabilized by dipole-dipole interactions,19,20 but recent works have suggested a random
anisotropy (RA) specific to amorphous and nanocrystalline systems may also contribute to
skyrmion formation21. Utilizing a straight forward magnetic field sequence (presented in
Supplemental Fig. S1), the labyrinthine domains typically present at remanence are ordered
into artificial stripe domains, analogous to traditional B20-structured skyrmion materials.
The skyrmion regime is accessed by increasing the magnetic field from the stripe state,
breaking up the stripes and precipitating arrays of long-range ordered skyrmions. Once
generated, these dipole-stabilized skyrmions19,20 are stable over a field range from 200 mT
to -55 mT, including zero magnetic field, and a temperature range from 10 K to 320 K,
demonstrating good alignment with the parameter space of consumer technologies.
Unlike traditional skyrmion systems which are stabilized by DM interactions, these dipole-
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stabilized skyrmions possess no symmetry breaking in the in-plane circularity and thus both
chiralities can be realized. However, this is not the case at the surfaces of the skyrmion
columns. Specifically, these dipole-stabilized skyrmions possess flux-closure domains at the
top and bottom surfaces, which have a structure analogous to Ne´el-type skyrmions. The
chirality of these Ne´el-type surfaces (i.e. caps) is determined directly by the dipole field
emanating from the core of the skyrmion and is thus uniform for all of the skyrmions with a
common core orientation. Further the chirality of the top surface is opposite to the chirality
of the closure domains of the bottom surface. Between the Ne´el caps, away from the top
and bottom surface of the film, the moments wrap into Bloch-type structures with random
chirality developing a hybrid skyrmion structure with an ordered lattice stabilized by the
mutual repulsion of these caps (presented in Supplemental Fig. S1c). The dipole-stabilized
skyrmions in our Fe/Gd system open up a new rich playground of physical phenomena as
well as to explore for emergent technologies4.
METHODS
The Fe/Gd multilayer films were deposited on 1 cm2 Si substrates by DC magnetron
sputtering. Deposition was performed at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum with
a 3 mTorr (1 Torr = 133 Pa) argon environment19,20. The multilayer films were grown by
depositing alternating layers of Fe and Gd until the desired number of layers was achieved.
In all cases, 5 nm tantalum seed and capping (to prevent oxidation) layers were used. This
is illustrated in Fig. S2a. A picture of the sample in the magnet bore is shown in Fig. S2b.
Two-dimensional small angle neutron scattering (2D SANS) experiments were performed
at the GP-SANS beamline at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s (ORNL) High Flux Iso-
tope Reactor (HFIR)22,23. These experiments were performed at room temperature and
varying the magnetic field using a 5 T horizontal open bore dry cryogenic superconduct-
ing magnet, with the magnetic field aligned parallel to the neutron beam (Supplemental
Fig. S2c). The SANS instrument was configured to use 16 A˚ neutrons (∆λ/λ = 0.13)
with a detector distance of 19.2 m on a co-linear aligned stack of multiple (12 for the
[(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(4.0 A˚)] ×120 and 10 for the [(Fe(3.4 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)] ×120) films. This
sample holder ensures that the films remain aligned co-linearly and restricts any in-plane
rotation/slipping of the film stack. An 8 mm diameter aperture was used to fully illumi-
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nate the films in the beam. The temperature dependence 2D SANS measurements were
performed on the Very Small Angle Neutron Scattering (VSANS) beamline at the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) using 14 A˚ neutrons, a water cooled wire-
wrap electromagnet, and a closed-cycle refrigeration system.
The artificially aligned stripe domains were stabilized by rotating the sample about the
x-axis (Supplemental Fig. S1b, out of the figure plane in Supplemental Fig. S2c) by ∼45◦
and applying a saturating field of µ0H = 500 mT. Reducing the field from saturation would
typically nucleate randomly oriented labyrinth domains, however, by tilting the sample, the
in-plane projection of the field breaks the symmetry, and orders the domains as stripes
domains along the in-plane field direction (stripes aligned parallel to the field direction).
After removing the magnetic field, the sample was rotated to its original configuration, with
the field along the film normal, (Supplemental Fig. S2c) for the SANS measurements.
X-ray microscopy images were captured on BL 6.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source. Im-
ages were taken using the Fe L2 edge, measuring the transmission with clockwise and counter-
clockwise circularly polarized X-rays. Taking the difference between the two polarizations
generates the magnetic contrast by the X-ray magnetic dichroism. To achieve transmission,
the samples were grown on SiN membrane windows.
Micromagnetic simulations were performed using the Object Oriented Micromagnetic
Framework (OOMMF) using a saturation magnetization of 800 emu/cm3 (1 emu/cm3 =
103 A/m), Exchange stiffness of 1×10−11 J/m, and uniaxial anisotropy of 200 × 103 J/m3;
dipole interactions were included but no DM interaction were included. Stability simulations
were performed atH = 0. The skyrmion size accurately reproduced the experimental results,
with diameters of ≈200 nm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements were performed on multilayer thin-films of [(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)]×120
and [(Fe(3.4 A˚) / Gd(4.0 A˚)]×120 oriented perpendicular to the incoming neutron beam and
external magnetic field. At remanence, the domains coalesced into long interwoven ’worm-
like’ structures (labyrinthine) with similar widths (illustrated in the inset of Figure 1a)19,20.
The Fourier transform of these disordered domains defines the small angle neutron scat-
tering (SANS) pattern,24 and was observed to be a ring (Figure 1a), as expected. When
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approaching saturation, the disordered labyrinthine domains break apart to form domains
of magnetic skyrmions with local hexagonal ordering, but no long range orientation of the
hexagonal lattice20. The existence of ordered skyrmion lattices is not expected in the RA
model,21 but would be present in the dipole model - due to their repulsive interactions - which
further suggests that dipole interactions are the dominant factor in these skyrmions. Each
of the individual textures resulting from the dissolution of the labyrinthine domains possess
a continuous, closed loop boundary and antiparallel core and perimeter, characteristic of a
Bloch skyrmion. The integrated solid angle of these structures - defining their topological
charge - can indeed be unity, making them homotopically equivalent to skyrmions observed
in traditional B20 materials7 or 3d-5d multilayers10. One distinction of these skyrmions
is that they are not stabilized by the DM interaction. The likely stabilizing mechanism is
dipole interactions between the skyrmion core and the surrounding (antiparallel) matrix; the
RA mechanism is expected to play a small role here due to the absence of orbital momen-
tum in the gadolinium,25 which results in minimal magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Neither
of these mechanisms have a geometric symmetry-breaking, as the DM interaction does, and
thus there is no net chirality in the lattice; the two chiral states are energetically degenerate
and thus ’writing’ to the chirality for e.g. data storage applications could be achieved. The
skyrmions realized by applying the magnetic field strictly along the film normal are form
locally ordered domains with no long-range orientation, and the SANS pattern from all
the domains collectively contribute to a broad ring feature in the SANS pattern, indicating
the approximate equidistant spacing of the skyrmions. Increasing the magnetic field from
the labyrinth phase at µ0H = 0 to µ0H = 185 mT, forming skyrmions, the SANS pattern
evolves as described, Figure 1b. One may notice that both the labyrinth and skyrmion
phases (Figure 1a-b) form a ring feature, indicating each possesses long-range periodicity
but no orientation and are indistinguishable by SANS. Returning the sample to remanence
without going through saturation does not affect the ring structure in SANS but using soft
X-ray microscopy(Figure 1d) one can see the skyrmions are present at zero applied field.
Calculating the Fourier transform of the X-ray image, Figure 1d inset, shows a ring - the
observed banding is an artifact of the image processing and does not correspond to any ex-
perimental feature. Soft X-ray microscopy provides a local, real-space image to distinguish
between the disordered skyrmion state and labyrinth states that look the same with SANS.
SANS is an ensemble average and is related to the Fourier transform of the X-ray data.
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More X-ray images are presented in the Supplemental Materials in Figure S3 which show
the field evolution of the skyrmions in the disordered state.
FIG. 1. Disordered skyrmions in a continuous amorphous thin film. Initially, the
[(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(4.0 A˚)]×120 film was saturated with a field parallel to the incoming neutrons
and normal to the films (see Supplemental Fig. S2a). SANS patterns collected at; (a) remanance
(µ0H = 0 T), (b) within the disordered skyrmion state (µ0H = 185 mT), (c) and back at rema-
nence from the disordered skyrmion state. (d) Soft X-ray microscopy images taken at µ0H = 0 T,
after analogous preparation.
Comparing the skyrmions and labyrinthine domain structure here to traditional skyrmion
materials,7 the skyrmion phase in B20 materials is bounded by chiral stripe phases at lower
fields and temperatures26. We propose that by promoting order within the labyrinth struc-
ture, an artificial stripe phase can be realized which mimics the stripe phase in the traditional
materials and the resultant skyrmions may form with long-range coherent order. Ordering
of the domains was accomplished by first rotating the sample’s surface normal by ≈ 45◦ rel-
ative to the magnetic field (Supplemental Fig. S1b) after which a saturating field (500 mT)
was applied, then the field was reduced to remanence. Saturation of the sample in the ro-
tated geometry induces an in-plane field projection which breaks the symmetry and orders
the labyrinthine domains into oriented stripe domains, see inset of Figure 2a. The sam-
ple was then rotated back to its original orientation - with the surface normal parallel to
the neutrons and magnetic field - and the SANS pattern was measured. The SANS mea-
surement shows two bright peaks along the axis of the film’s rotation (Fig. 2a), indicating
that the labyrinthine domains are ordered, with stripes forming parallel to the in-plane field
projection during the saturation sequence.
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Increasing the magnetic field from remanence to µ0H = 185 mT, applied along the film’s
surface normal, the SANS pattern evolves from two peaks located on the horizontal (Qx)
axis (which also was the axis of rotation) to six peaks located at 60◦ increments. Reducing
the magnetic field to µ0H = 0 mT, the hexagonal pattern is unchanged (Figure 2b). The 6-
fold pattern is widely associated with the skyrmion phase and, compared to the ring pattern
in Figure 1b and c, indicates that the skyrmions form hexagonally packed arrays with long
range order and orientation. This ordering is expected to occur by setting one of the nearest
neighbor axes of the emergent hexagonal skyrmion lattice with the stripe domain orientation,
while the other two axes coordinate to minimize the skyrmion-skyrmion repulsive interaction.
FIG. 2. Measured SANS pattern at sequential fields for [(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(4.0 A˚)]×120. The sample
was then saturated in the rotated geometry (Supplemental Fig. S1b) then the field reduced to
remanence and the films were rotated to their original orientation ,(c) the SANS pattern was
measured, showing two peaks corresponding to a well-ordered stripe domain. The out-of-plane
magnetic field was increased to µ0H = 185 mT (not shown). SANS patterns were measured as
the magnetic field was reduced towards negative saturation, with measurements shown at (b)
µ0H = 0 T (skyrmion phase), (c) µ0H = -30 mT, (d) µ0H = -200 mT.
At µ0H = 0 the SANS feature appears at |Q| = 0.0025(8) A˚−1, indicating a skyrmion
center-to-center separation of 230 nm; this value gives the upper limit to the skyrmion
diameter. The lattice’s field stability was determined by reducing the out-of-plane magnetic
field towards negative saturation (Figure 2b-d). As the magnetic field is reduced from
remanence (H = 0) to -30 mT (Fig. 2c), two peaks become significantly stronger, indicating
the re-emergence of a co-existing stripe domain phase, in agreement with X-ray microscopy
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images (see Supplemental Fig. S3). The new stripe phase is rotated by 60◦ relative to
the initial orientation in Figure 2c. The difference in orientation may be due to a slight
misalignment of the sample with respect the field in the y-axis which would give a small
in-plane component in that direction, or subtle texturing within the film. Approaching
saturation, the SANS pattern becomes a broad ring of scattering, shown in Figure 2d,
suggesting a nearly complete loss of orientation. After achieving magnetic saturation, the
SANS pattern collapses to Q = 0, i.e. no features were observed in the measurements (not
shown). Similar results were observed for the [(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)]×120 stack of films
(Supplemental Fig. S2). This further emphasizes the long-range order which is achieved
after conditioning in the tilted geometry. These results validate the tilted field geometry
conditioning as an effective way to transform the disordered labyrinth domains and resultant
sea of skyrmions into an ordered skyrmion lattice. All previous results of these systems were
done on disordered skyrmions19,20. This approach presents a simple procedure to manipulate
and order skyrmions which, in this system, remain ordered and stable over an extended
temperature and field range.
To further investigate the domain transitions, a projection of the intensity as a function
of azimuthal angle, χ (defined in Supplemental Fig. S2d), was taken at the peak intensity
(|Q| = 0.0025 A˚−1). Representative plots for each of the main phases are presented in
Figure 3. The transition from the artificial striped domain (solid black squares) to the
skyrmion lattice phase (solid red circles) is readily identifiable by the change in the azimuthal
pattern from two peaks to the six-peaks. We note also that these peaks are separated by 180◦
and 60◦, respectively, identifying the two-fold and regular six-fold patterns in the 2D SANS
measurements in Figures 2c-d. The coexistence phase (solid orange hexagons), which is
highlighted at µ0H = -30 mT, (Figure 2c) has a six-fold symmetry with additional intensity
at χ = 150◦ and 330◦; the increase in intensity at these two peaks is consistent with the
re-emergence of stripe domains. Approaching magnetic saturation the coexistence phase
loses long-range structure, resulting in a collapse in the SANS features into a broad ring,
corresponding to an approximately constant intensity at all angles (solid blue triangles).
The azimuthal projections show that there are regions in the SANS pattern which can
be associated with each of the magnetic configurations. Tracking the intensities of these
special regions, identified explicitly as circles, stars, and squares, in Figure 3 and Supple-
mental Figure S2d, allows us to follow the transitions between the magnetically ordered
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FIG. 3. Azimuthal projection of the intensity for a Q = 0.0025 A˚−1 for a variety of fields. For
µ0H = 0 mT and (black squares) after saturation in the tilted geometry,the data shows strong
scattering intensity at χ = 90◦ and 270◦, along the axis of rotation. Increasing the magnetic field
to µ0H = 185 mT then returning towards negative saturation the azimuthal projection shows a
hexagonal pattern with peaks separated by ≈ 60◦ associated with the skyrmion state, followed
by an enhancement of the peaks at 150◦ and 330◦ indicating the coexistence phase, and at large
negative values to an azimuthally symmetric ring. The circle, star, and square shapes represent
the position where intensities were measured, as described in the Supplemental Materials.
phases. The field dependence of the scattering intensity from the identified regions, for the
[(Fe(3.4 A˚)/Gd(4.0 A˚)]×120 film stack, is shown in Figure 4a and follows the same field se-
quence as described above (saturated in a rotated configuration, return to remanence, rotate
to a normal geometry, increase the magnetic field to µ0H = 185 mT, then measure under a
decreasing magnetic field). The plotted intensity for the ring-like background and skyrmions
are as-measured; the intensity of the stripe phase is defined as the measured intensity, minus
the skyrmion intensity, plus the background. The calculated stripe phase intensity subtracts
the overlapping skyrmion signal, which includes the ring-like background, then reintroduces
the background to allow accurate comparisons to the skyrmion intensity. Tracing the fea-
ture associated with the skyrmion phase confirms its stability is robust over a wide range of
applied fields, between µ0H = 185 mT and µ0H = -30 mT; temperature scans performed
at µ0H = 0 mT once established at 300 K; also confirms a temperature stability from 10 K
to >320 K. Passing through remanence the intensity of the skyrmion phase decreases, coin-
ciding with the increase of the stripe phase intensity. The initial increase in intensity of the
skyrmion phase closely tracks the increasing intensity of the ring-like background. As noted
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above, the ring feature corresponds to phases with a common periodicity but no orientation.
A likely origin of this feature is therefore the nucleation of labyrinthine domains, perhaps in
regions between skyrmion domains, or in regions of skyrmion-lattice defects.
FIG. 4. Scattering intensity from the ring-like background, skyrmion and stripe phases in
(a) the [(Fe(3.4 A˚) / Gd(4.0 A˚)]×120 films and (b) the [(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)]×120 films
are shown as a function of decreasing magnetic field. No co-existence phase was seen in the
[(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)]×120 sample. Axis progression reflects the progression of the measure-
ment sequence.
Performing similar analysis on the [(Fe(3.6 A˚) / Gd(3.8 A˚)]×120 sample (Figure 4b)
identifies similar qualitative trends for the skyrmion lattice. However, in this sample no
co-existing stripe phase was seen as we approached saturation (Supplemental Fig. S4). A
slight change in compositions is expected to have a large effect on the skrymion size and
correspondingly the intensity of the diffraction pattern of the skyrmion lattice.
One key result of the experimentally-observed hexagonal ordering is that these skyrmions
possess a mutual repulsive interaction. For Bloch-type skyrmions with random chiralities,
and azimuthal-only character, the interaction is not strictly repulsive and skyrmions with
the opposite chiralities can condense to form biskyrmions which would not form hexagonal
arrays27. We propose that distortions of the skyrmion structure, in the form of surface-bound
11
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FIG. 5. Micromagnetic simulations of the proposed flux closure skyrmion structure confirm its
stability at zero field and a simulated temperature of 300 K. The modeled lattice has skyrmions
with a core in the +z direction in a matrix oriented in the −z direction. (a) The top-down view
shows that the boundary surrounding the core on the top and bottom surfaces are oriented in
the radial direction similar to a Ne´el skyrmion, facing away from the core on the top surface and
towards the core on the bottom, following the dipole fields. At the equatorial belt of the skyrmion
the moments are oriented along the azimuthal direction, similar to a Bloch structure. (b) The
cross sectional view of the skyrmion Mz (top) shows the orientation of the core in the +z direction
and -z direction of the matrix. The Mx component (middle) confirms the flux closure structure,
with the moments on the top and bottom surfaces oriented to follow the dipolar fields. The My
component (bottom) shows the moments at the barrel of the skyrmion are oriented out of the plane
of the page, in opposite directions, due to the bisection of the azimuthally oriented boundary.
flux-closure domains,19 result in a feature that supports the mutual repulsion required to
promote lattice ordering. Specifically, in the flux-closure structure, small in-plane domains
form at the domain wall/film surface boundary to reduce the stray magnetic fields, shown
in Figure 5. The orientation of the domains follow the dipole fields; for a skyrmion with an
upward facing core, for example, the dipole fields orient radially outward (away from the
core) on the top surface, and radially inward (toward the core) on the bottom surface. This
proposed structure is similar to a Ne´el skyrmion structure, but with opposite chiralities on
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the top and bottom, giving it a net topological charge of zero. However, Lorentz transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) results have previously shown that skyrmions in these systems
are Bloch-type,20 with moments oriented in the azimuthal direction, seemingly at odds
with the flux-closure structure. In the flux-closure structure, azimuthally-oriented moments
would be located at the barrel of the skyrmion between the flux-closure domains; TEM
measurements would be predominantly sensitive to these azimuthal moments, while the
radial moments on the top and bottom would contribute oppositely to the image and thus
would tend to cancel out in the transmission geometry, leaving only the Bloch walls. This
new hybrid skyrmion construction would possess a net topological charge of unity, with
no net contribution from the Ne´el-type flux-closure caps, and unity from the Bloch-type
azimuthally wound moments along the barrel.
To investigate the stability of the described flux closure skyrmion structure inferred from
our data, micromagnetic simulations performed using OOMMF28 shown in Figure 5. Indeed,
the proposed structure was confirmed to be stable at zero field and at simulated tempera-
tures of 300 K. The top-down view of the skyrmions, Figure 5a shows the moments oriented
radially on the top and bottom surfaces, with opposite directions relative to the core, fol-
lowing the dipole fields. At the equatorial belt of the skyrmion, the moments are aligned
in the azimuthal direction, consistent with the proposed structure and the TEM results.
The cross-section of the skyrmions, Figure 5b shows that the magnetization follows the pro-
posed flux closure structure, with small surface domains oriented in-plane away from the
skyrmion core on the top, and towards the core on the bottom. The magnetization along
the y-direction bisects the azimuthal ring, and thus is into the plane on the right, and out of
the plane on the left (for the demonstrated counter-clockwise chirality). This specific struc-
ture is crucial for the formation of the hexagonal ordering of the skyrmion lattice and has
been observed recently in Pt/Co/Ir and Pt/Co/AlOx trilayers
29. These simulations did not
include a random anisotropy, and hence demonstrate stability is possible with only dipolar
considerations, consistent with previous works30.
CONCLUSION
We have experimentally demonstrated an approach to generate lattices of hybrid Ne´el-
Bloch skyrmions with long-range order, stable at room temperature and zero applied mag-
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netic field, in amorphous multilayer thin films of Fe/Gd. These unique structures were
achieved by saturating the film with a tilted magnetic field, facilitating the construction
of an ordered stripe phase. This field sequence gives rise to a well ordered state of the
skyrmion lattice over a wide range of positive and negative fields (≈ 200 mT), previously
unreported, along with a broad range of temperatures (10 K to >320 K). This range of
stability is crucial for the realization of devices stable against stray fields. Additionally,
these hybrid Ne´el-Bloch skyrmions lack the in-plane chiral symmetry breaking present in
traditional skyrmions stabilized by DM interactions. As a result, both chiralites can exist
in these films and can be uniquely controlled, providing additional avenues of manipulation
for recording tertiary data-bits, for example. Alternatively, long-range chirality control may
be realized within the system by adding additional exchange-coupled layers which possess
traditional DM interactions. The ability to stabilize skyrmions at ambient conditions as
well as a broad range of fields makes Fe/Gd multilayered thin films ideal candidates for
integration into spintronic devices.
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